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What types of company
culture initiatives, practices,
and attitudes strongly
resonate with employees
today? Why?
What culture efforts are
no longer making a big
impact today? And, what
can we learn from them?
What’s the next challenge
you believe company culture
leaders need to address?
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Improving Company Culture Means Improving Employee Experience

1

What types of company
culture initiatives, practices,
and attitudes strongly
resonate with employees
today? Why?

I sum up culture as how it feels to work at a company. It’s everything from mission, vision, values,
attitudes, performance expectations, and communications style to “how things get done around here.”
Most employees don’t know how to describe the culture but can easily tell someone how it feels to work
at their company.
Combine the ways of working—meaning, how employees are expected to get things done and the

Internal technology
makes up a huge
piece of the employee
experience and yet
is often last on a
company’s to-do list.

behaviors in which those actions are either rewarded or rejected—with technology, workspace design,
benefits, well-being, and other employee programs, and you get something much deeper and more
tangible—employee experience.
To me, the experience employees have working at a company can be influenced even more so than
culture. Here are three key areas of employee experience we should be focusing on:

Integrated technology
Ever try to log into your company’s non-mobile responsive Outlook email or Sharepoint Intranet from your
mobile device to retrieve an important document, only to be told by IT that you simply can’t get what you
need? How did that feel? Relative to technology, employees want single sign-on portals that work cohesively,
so they can access email, benefits, company information, pay statements, and communications all in
one place, and preferably on-the-go. That’s a tall order. Internal technology makes up a huge piece of the
employee experience and yet is often last on a company’s to-do list.
Takeaway: Consider a mobile-responsive intranet, a mobile app for “anytime, anywhere” push
communications, and most importantly, integrated technology for getting work done efficiently.
Continued on next page
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What types of company
culture initiatives, practices,
and attitudes strongly
resonate with employees
today? Why?

On brand communications
The lines between internal communications and brand are blurred. Ask yourself: Does the content and tone
of voice match the brand? Companies have a lot to say to employees and often the internal message doesn’t
align with the external brand message. Corporate communicators can spend days crafting messages that end
up in junk mail because they’re often riddled with jargon, lack human interest, and are distributed to fulfill the
company’s need to check a box rather than engage employees in what matters most to them.
Takeaway: Communicate with others as you would want to be communicated with, and stay on brand. Find
ways to humanize your internal communications and serve up content in the same ways you want to receive
it in your personal life (hint: bite-sized, visual, and interesting).

WELL
DONE!

TOTAL
TEAM PLAYER

Find ways to humanize your internal communications and serve up
content in the same ways you want to receive it in your personal life.
Recognition & Rewards
Data shows that companies that sincerely recognize and reward talent have higher sales, higher revenues,
and lower turnover. The companies that get this right seem to also get customer experience right. That’s
no coincidence. Employees who understand the expected behaviors that deliver on the brand, and who
are recognized and rewarded for those contributions, will always do more than what’s expected. This is
industry agnostic and a key driver of employee engagement and customer experience.
Takeaway: Recognition & rewards should be top of the list as a quantifiable area to impact. Make sure it’s
tied to brand behaviors and performance expectations or else it will fall flat.
Continued on next page
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What culture efforts are no longer
making a big impact today? And,
what can we learn from them?

Culture “programs” miss the boat in terms of effecting real change or long-term momentum—
partly because culture change is a huge undertaking that lacks tangible takeaways. Companies
who want to impact the culture should advocate that leaders walk in the employees’ shoes to see
how it feels to work there—and discover first-hand what the employee experience is lacking. That’s
when real change will happen. Imagine if the CEO experienced the same technology as front-line
employees day in and out. Exactly.

3

What’s the next challenge you
believe company culture leaders
need to address?

But first, let’s clarify: anyone who manages another person is a leader. Every leader should
be a “culture leader” and an employee experience advocate. Whether leaders understand that
advancing the employee experience is part of their responsibility is another thing entirely.
Bottom line: when companies improve “how it feels to work here” for employees while delivering
on their promise to customers, the culture—and everything around it—will thrive.

Imagine if the CEO experienced the same
technology as front-line employees day in
and out. Exactly.
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The Tenets of Ameren’s “All-in Culture”

1

What types of company
culture initiatives, practices,
and attitudes strongly
resonate with employees
today? Why?

From studying our culture, we know three big things resonate. We know there is a strong connection to
our purpose as a business. People depend on us delivering energy and gas. It’s a noble cause. We don’t
do surgery but hospitals don’t work without us. Nursing homes, daycares, and data centers all run on our
product. Our employees work as part of a team to deliver an amazing grid of energy.
There’s also a strong connection to the community. As an energy company, we are literally part of the fabric
of every community we serve. When we talk customers, we’re talking about the communities we live in, our

Connectivity and
connection are not new
concepts. The question
is how do you make it
actually happen?

neighbors, and our friends too. The other big part is a connectedness to each other. There’s a strong, true
caring for each other. If you look at our business relative to a lot of other businesses, those three things are
really strong.
Connectivity and connection are not new concepts. The question is how do you make it actually happen?
How do you thread it through all elements of your strategy? We’re very heavy in our diversity and inclusion
initiatives, emphasis on inclusion in particular. We’re very focused on giving people opportunities to connect
through Employee Resource Groups (ERGs) or causes like safety or volunteerism. Our safety initiative is
coworker to coworker, putting a focus on how we are coaching and helping each other feel safe with an
emphasis on connectivity.
Continued on next page
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What types of company
culture initiatives, practices,
and attitudes strongly
resonate with employees
today? Why?

We’ve been very active in pursuing a lot around mentoring. We have significant programs at all levels.
We do a matching process that gets people randomly connected from their perspective, even though
there’s science behind it. It’s produced amazing networks of people in all areas of our business.
This is all a part of what we define as an “All-In Culture.” Four elements fall under this umbrella:

WE CARE.

We care for our
environment,
our communities,
and each other.

WE SERVE
WITH PASSION.
An extension of the
servant leadership
mindset. You have
to serve others first
and for reasons more
than your paycheck.

WE DELIVER
There’s no batting
of an eye that
we’re here to work
hard, deliver,
and drive results.

WE WIN
TOGETHER.
There isn’t an “I”
in team, but there
is an “I” in helping
a team win.
Continued on next page
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What culture efforts are no longer
making a big impact today? And,
what can we learn from them?

Anything with a “corporate” label that feels more policy-driven and forced. The real key of connectivity
is that it has to resonate with an individual and meet them where they are. Programs that are onesize-fits-all feel too corporate and brand-driven. In a meeting, which one would you rather have me
talk to you about first: our corporate social responsibility programs or a reminder of our policies and
code of conduct?
You have to weave all the right things to drive a business, but meeting employees where they are
works. A one-size-fits-all, corporate-driven program that feels corporate? Good luck with that. You’re
not going to change behavior because you’re not going to affect the thinking of a coworker at an
individual level.

3

What’s the next challenge you
believe company culture leaders
need to address?

As leaders, the biggest challenge is living the culture. You have a lot of expectations from the
workforce today. As a leader, you need to stay in tune with those expectations and grow to be more
people-forward. Leaders in the past have had a tendency to just focus on the task, set objectives
and timelines, and let it go. But with culture, it’s about how you’re making sure you’re making more
connections with your workforce each week and every day.

The real key of connectivity is that
it has to resonate with an individual
and meet them where they are.

SUGGESTED ARTICLE

How Leaders Can Communicate
Culture Changes in the Workplace

Jackie Le Fèvre

Chair of Minessence International Cooperative
Discovering the Shared Cultural Values of Teams Through Storytelling

1

What types of company
culture initiatives, practices,
and attitudes strongly
resonate with employees
today? Why?

Open and curious. The rate of change across the world in general is so fast we can all appreciate that no
single individual or function will have all the answers. Each employee is an expert by experience in their piece
of the puzzle. Every person stands a little taller when seen and heard and recognised for their contribution.
What is really hot in my work right now is surfacing the unseen but very real and present shared values
of teams or whole organisations through storytelling. Everyone has a story to tell, there are no right
or wrong stories, and no story is any better or more significant than any other. So through an open call
for stories we can create a space in which every voice is equal and every contribution is valid.
Then, using the Minessence Values Framework to analyse the stories for the highest priority values
expressed, we remove the risk of observer bias and arrive at a robust short list of the big emotionally
rich and energy-laden ideas that currently drive behaviour. This resonates with employees partly because
of the transparency and accessibility of the process and partly because it draws upon what is already
here rather than conjuring with an idealistic, even whimsical, imagining of what our values could or ought
to be. This is a very concrete and evidence-based place to start the development of organisational core
values: a development which otherwise is vulnerable to being dismissed as fuzzy or soft.

This is a very concrete and evidence-based place to start the
development of organisational core values: a development which
otherwise is vulnerable to being dismissed as fuzzy or soft.
Continued on next page
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What culture efforts are no longer
making a big impact today? And,
what can we learn from them?

Top down, corporate dominant, generically (maybe even cynically) articulated, cosmetic core values
programmes. There is an impact from undertaking some form of core values programme in a shallow
fashion but it is not good. Poorly crafted and executed core values work actually triggers increased
disengagement so the learning point is: either work with core values properly or don’t touch them at all.

3

What’s the next challenge you
believe company culture leaders
need to address?

Being human. We are all adept at the human doing persona. We are busy, we are productive, we are
networked, we attend meetings, we write and speak and blog or tweet—everyone can see what we
do but, I believe in the future, what will actually inspire others in our shared capacity to tackle challenges
will be company culture leaders showing up as a human beings.
When it is easier to see who we are that engenders confidence. The future by its very nature is a new land.
What we do and have done is known. No one can know exactly what will need to be done in the future and

I believe in the future,
what will actually
inspire others in
our shared capacity
to tackle challenges
will be company culture
leaders showing up
as a human beings.

there is a high likelihood that we will all need to be able to do different things or the same things differently
to succeed in the future. This is why being an emotionally agile (see research by Dr. Susan David), vulnerable
(see research by Prof. Brene Brown) leader with presence (see research by Dr. Amy Cuddy) that, by virtue
of who you are, can create the conditions for psychological safety (see research by Prof. Amy Edmondson)
is the next challenge.
One route to showing up in this way is to be consciously connected with your unique pattern of personal
priority values and be able to explain (probably through stories) how you make sense of situations and
opportunities and why one or more approaches are worth a try. We all have our own particular values
and we are attracted to types of work and places of work where we sense we will be able to live our
values. As all people have values, they represent a great opportunity for shared meaning making and
connection at a very human level.

SUGGESTED ARTICLE

How Can Internal Comms Support
Corporate Core Values?

Jill Christensen
Employee Engagement Expert, Author, Keynote Speaker at Jill Christensen International, LLC

Why You Can’t Outsource Culture to HR

1

What types of company
culture initiatives, practices,
and attitudes strongly
resonate with employees
today? Why?

Employees do not resonate with culture programs or initiatives; they resonate with a
culture strategy. In order for employees to believe—I mean really believe—that you are serious
about re-engaging them, the CEO must be involved and must execute on a strategy that
fundamentally shifts how you operate on a day-to-day basis. Culture means how we do things
here. In order to change your culture, every manager must go to market consistently and do
things here differently tomorrow than you are doing here today. Repeatedly, again and again
and again; over and over and over. Once this is happening, people will even stop thinking about
it as a strategy. Culture strategy? We don’t have a culture strategy. This is just how we do
things here—it’s our culture.

Culture strategy? We don’t have a culture
strategy. This is just how we do things here
—it’s our culture.
Continued on next page
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What culture efforts are no longer
making a big impact today? And,
what can we learn from them?

It is not impactful to outsource culture change to Human Resources (HR). Never has been, never will be.
This is the most popular approach to improve employee engagement, but it does not work. Why? Because
although HR “owns” culture change and employee engagement, it doesn’t “own” the people who have the
greatest impact on culture change—your managers. Your CEO “owns” your managers and can get them
to do things that HR cannot.
The learning from this is that the CEO must champion culture change, and empower managers to do
things differently in several key areas in an effort to re-engage employees. Managers are the frontline to
employees, so they are the people who must execute on actions in the trenches that are proven to increase
engagement. Some examples of impactful actions include: increasing recognition, frequent performance
management conversations, conducting focus groups, ensuring that employees understand how what they
do every day makes a difference, and putting people with serious development areas on a performance
improvement plan in an effort to help them grow and improve.

An organization’s culture will not improve if the CEO
is not engaged in the journey—period.
3

What’s the next challenge you
believe company culture leaders
need to address?

They need to address the fact that most senior leaders still do not engage in culture change—they
outsource the work to HR. An organization’s culture will not improve if the CEO is not engaged in the
journey—period. Company culture leaders must use data to sway leaders to engage in EE. Why? Because
executives love numbers. Gather all of the compelling data you can find which shows the correlation
between employee engagement and profitable revenue growth, and have the critical conversation
with your CEO that he/she must champion this work. Savvy leaders will get it and will agree to partner
with the company culture leader.

SUGGESTED ARTICLE

How to Pull Off Organizational
Culture Change

Janet Kieffer
Principal at INFLUENCE

How Millennials Are Changing Generational Company Cultures

1

What types of company
culture initiatives, practices,
and attitudes strongly
resonate with employees
today? Why?

What’s working in your company’s culture today should not be any executive’s focus—rather, what will it take
to have a successful, thriving employee culture that attracts the best and brightest from 2020 to 2030?
Within 16 months, 50% of the U.S. workforce will be comprised of Millennials. This a generation that has their
own identity, values, career expectations, and lifestyle preferences who are driven by a sense of purpose.
As Gallup states, “Millennials will change the world decisively more than any other generation.” At more
than 86M (U.S.), this generation is a tsunami—already impacting the retail, real estate, automotive,
technology, energy, education, food, household products, and travel industries. (Can you say Amazon?)
The Millennial generation is double the size of the Gen X generation (today’s mid-level managers who
comprise only 20% of the workforce), which will force companies to comply with their generational culture—
not the other way around. And companies are out of time. We don’t have 15 years to react and assimilate
this workforce.

The Millennial generation is double
the size of the Gen X generation.
Continued on next page
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What culture efforts are no longer
making a big impact today? And,
what can we learn from them?

Studies like Deloitte’s 2018 Millennial survey demonstrate that Millennials are disappointed by business
cultures, are unprepared for Industry 4.0 (think The Internet of Things), and have income opportunities
neither Boomers or Gen X had at their age.
The average Millennial will leave your company within 13 to 18 months, as their focus is on having
a lifestyle, not a career. Coupled with retiring Boomers, the costs are significant. Lose one senior
executive, one Gen X manager, and one Millennial and the average mid-market company will need
$1.5M to replace 3 employees—according to the Society of Human Resource Management.
Industries like fast food, theaters, and retail are designed for high attrition and ongoing training.
However, engineering, industrial, energy, and manufacturing industries—ones that have had the benefit
of long-staying Baby Boomers—are in jeopardy, as fewer Millennials are attracted to jobs that require
longer-term training and expertise before promotion and titles are awarded.
Millennials want to work on innovative projects now. They want to see results in months, not years:
“We lost two excellent Millennial engineers this month. Not for more money. They didn’t believe we could
accomplish our mission in the time stated. Heck, our sales cycle is 18 months. We are just implementing
by month 24. Our results take time!” —SVP of a leading energy technology company.

The average Millennial will leave your company within 13 to 18
months, as their focus is on having a lifestyle, not a career.
Continued on next page
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What’s the next challenge you
believe company culture leaders
need to address?

Millennials will affect the 21st century for the next 50 years—it’s their century. Period.
Meanwhile, many leaders over 50 are looking in the rear view mirror for what worked in
the past. (“Give ‘em more money, let them bring their dog to work, order a ping pong table.

Millennials will affect
the 21st century for the
next 50 years—it’s their
century. Period.

Did I say give them more money?”)
This generation is the most diverse of all generations to date. They want to see themselves
in your organization. They want to see their differences celebrated—especially on social
media with pictures.
Are you recruiting women? How about women of color? Are you actively recruiting Asians?
Hispanics? Disabled Vets? Is pay equitable regardless of gender? Do you have a prayer room
(or similar) for employees’ religious needs? Do you offer flexible hours? Are your employees
communicating on platforms like Simpplr or Bonfyre?
Are you communicating these “Why Work For Us” values? How? Where? How often? Do
your recruiters know them? Are they communicating these values when screening talent?
If so, you will attract the best and brightest of this generation, as they want the bragging
rights that they work for a “cool” company that is a ‘Best Places to Work’ employer. Gosh!
You might even retain them for 24–36 months! Congratulations! Your culture is working!

SUGGESTED ARTICLE

6 Tips for Managing Millennials
in the Workplace

David Turner
CEO at Contegix

The Ins and Outs of a “Culture of Coaching”

1

What types of company
culture initiatives, practices,
and attitudes strongly
resonate with employees
today? Why?

We’ve created a “culture of coaching.” At least once a month, every single person in our company sits
down with a leader or their manager to talk through things like:
How they’re doing both professionally and personally?
Are they confident with their professional development and career progression?
How they’re finding pleasure with a purpose in their work?
How healthy are their workplace relationships?
Are they balancing work and their personal life?
What is holding them back from doing more?
It’s not a one-on-one. It’s not tactical. It’s not even about the company. It’s about how that team member
is being engaged. How can their manager or leaders lead them to self-discover pleasure with a purpose
in their work? I don’t think that anyone would disagree with this approach, however, very few companies
have a disciplined practice around monthly coaching sessions devoted to engaging team members.
Continued on next page
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2

What culture efforts are no longer
making a big impact today? And,
what can we learn from them?

Trying to leverage or gain favor with team members by practicing “table stakes” culture initiatives isn’t cutting
it anymore. That’s not to say doing community work together or having a flexible or unlimited PTO policy is
not without benefits. While they do help with culture, they do not in and of themselves produce a great culture.
They provide a foundation, but you have to do more. You need to sit down with your people on an individual
basis, on a consistent cadence, to ask them (not tell them) how they’re doing in general.
“Telling” isn’t effective anymore, “listening with heartfelt care” is. It is all about an open, honest, candid and
caring personal touch with every team member. Instead of managing a team, every people leader needs to
coach and engage individuals. A more personal approach is needed to supplement the generic, companywide table stakes initiatives.

Trying to leverage or gain favor with team members by practicing
“table stakes” culture initiatives isn’t cutting it anymore.
3

What’s the next challenge you
believe company culture leaders
need to address?

For millennials and high potentials, there is a lot of pressure to find immediate gratification or get that
next promotion sooner. It is more common now that a team member’s expectations are out of alignment
with what a company needs in order to profitably grow.
The hard part is determining how to progress people through a career track while balancing their
experience and self-awareness with the needs of the company. Team members want to progress quickly
but you have to also look at what’s realistic in terms of experience, expertise, will, and what’s needed in a
certain environment at a given time in a company’s evolution. As the millennial generation moves toward
the majority in the workplace, there’s going to be more pressure for companies, executives, boards, and
business owners to better manage that balance.

SUGGESTED ARTICLE

Embrace the Truth About Measuring
15
Employee Engagement
43

Les Landes

President at Landes & Associates
The 5 Systems and Processes That Create Sustainable Cultures

1

What types of company
culture initiatives, practices,
and attitudes strongly
resonate with employees
today? Why?

It’s easy to get caught up in the movement of the moment when it comes to something that’s captured people’s
fancy like “culture.” Most people don’t have a very clear idea of what they mean by the word, and even less of an
understanding about how to create a culture they want and like. The only truly sustainable initiatives or practices
are those that make a basic shift in the systems and processes that people work with every day.
The main categories of systems and processes that affect how well people are engaged and aligned

Organizations
must focus on the
substantive, day-today routine practices
that tell employees
their wellbeing is the
number one priority.

in a high-performance culture of trust include:
Measurement

Learning and development

Recognition and celebration

Continuous improvement

Communication
Everybody has something in those five areas, but too few know how to design them in a way that gets employees
tuned in, turned on, and eager to go above and beyond—on a continuing basis. In the end, that’s mainly what
organizations want from their “cultures.” In order to get it, they must shift away from the one-off perks, plaques,
and activities like weekly pizza parties, suggestion programs, gym memberships, employee of the month awards,
individual performance incentives—lots and lots of things that sound good, but have very little lasting impact.
Instead, organizations must focus on the substantive, day-to-day routine practices that tell employees their
wellbeing is the number one priority, and their input on how to make business better every day is the lifeblood
of the organization.
Continued on next page
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What culture efforts are no longer
making a big impact today? And,
what can we learn from them?

The things that are no longer having a big impact today are the same things that never had
much of an impact in the past. Those are essentially the same things mentioned in response
to the first question—the one-off activities that create the icing-on-the-cake syndrome.
Unfortunately, it’s taken people a very long time to wean themselves away from those
low-impact placebos.
The main thing we can learn from those feeble activities is that the substantial engagement
and alignment that gets people tuned in, turned on, and eager to go above and beyond can only
come from re-engineering the basic systems and processes that people work with every day.
Another key lesson from the past is that people need a systemic routine structure for
vocalizing issues and concerns, along with their insights on how to make things better every
day. If their heads and hands are strapped to the constraints of their job description, and
there’s no systemic way to stretch outside those boundaries and routines, people will do
little more than come in to work, do their job, and go home.

People need a systemic routine structure for vocalizing issues
and concerns, along with their insights on how to make things
better every day.
Continued on next page
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3

What’s the next challenge you
believe company culture leaders
need to address?

The next big challenge that organizations need to address is the opportunity to go make a big shift in
the general perceptions about employee engagement. If they really want to get employees going above
and beyond, they need to be thinking about self-management and shared leadership. Some leading-edge
companies have proven that an organization with no bosses, no managers, and no hierarchy of any kind
is not only possible, but hugely effective.
Getting there requires a big shift in the mindset and heartset that organizations have about people in the
workplace. It means you have to believe that the vast majority of people, who manage complex personal lives
on their own, can also figure out how to get things done right in the workplace—without “adult supervision.”
That doesn’t mean people can run off and do anything they want. To the contrary, their employee contracts
specify with great rigor what employee responsibilities are, what their decision rights are, and how their
performance is being measured. Beyond that, people in self-managed organizations make their own

MY
GOALS

decisions and hold one another accountable for delivering on their expectations.
On one hand, it sounds pretty radical. On the other, it just makes common sense. It’s just a matter of doing
the right thing in the right way at the right time.

You have to believe that the vast majority of people, who manage
complex personal lives on their own, can also figure out how to get
things done right in the workplace—without “adult supervision.”

SUGGESTED ARTICLE

Improve the Employee Experience
by Building Trust in the Workplace

Becki Feldmann

System Leader, Employee and Candidate Experience at SSM Health
The Cultural Impact of Direct, Open Communication with Employees

1

What types of company
culture initiatives, practices,
and attitudes strongly
resonate with employees
today? Why?

Any initiative that involves employees in the shaping/re-shaping of company culture

Stop communicating
and start connecting.
There’s too much
formality and not
enough natural,
honest conversation.

The types of practices that are really resonating with employees today are actually very

from the very beginning is going to make a positive impact. Don’t make assumptions on
what employees want and need—ask them! This ask shouldn’t be a one-time thing (think
boring annual survey). It should be an ongoing conversation that becomes so normal that
employees feel that they are always heard and connected to the organization.

simple (and sometimes free!) to implement. Here are just a few:
Focus on openness and transparency. Stop communicating and start connecting.
There’s too much formality and not enough natural, honest conversation.
Foster a culture of kindness by encouraging micro recognition.
Use technology to give more options for employees to connect with leadership,
each other, HR, etc. on an ongoing basis—like apps with live chat, video, text, etc.
Continued on next page
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Becki Feldmann The Cultural Impact of Direct, Open Communication with Employees
2

What culture efforts are no longer
making a big impact today? And,
what can we learn from them?

Trendy perks are no longer making an impact today and if they do have any impact, it’s short-lived as it’s
just covering another issue that is more deeply rooted. We have to uncover/address real issues, not just
throw out “Hey you can wear jeans now,” and think that is going to change things.
I can’t tell you how many times I’ve heard stories of employees laughing at things like this followed by
an idea like, “If they would just get rid of so and so, or change this or that,” we wouldn’t have this problem.
These employees are often very specific in their feedback.
While you might be thinking this sounds like a disengaged, unhappy employee, I think otherwise. These
employees have ideas. They care about the organization. They participated in surveys or gave feedback
with no response/action. They are tired of talking. But gosh, if you started listening, you might be
surprised to see them come alive and hear what they are capable of contributing.

3

What’s the next challenge you
believe company culture leaders
need to address?

There are few things that we need to be thinking about: lack of visibility/strategy integration across teams,
generational gaps, rethinking traditional work patterns, and other policies. Most important, though, is the
need to recognize the structural layers that limit our ability to make informed decisions, move quickly, and
ensure adoption.
All of these challenges could be addressed by conversations directly with those impacted by the change.
We should always have the employee experience top of mind. Asking questions of employees very early
on—starting with ‘Do we really need to make this change?’—will help move subsequent activities in a
positive direction.
Over time this won’t feel like so much of a “project” or task. The ongoing conversation that occurs will
make culture work so natural and part of everyday activity.

SUGGESTED ARTICLE

Why Creating a Company Culture Where
Everyone Has a Voice Matters

Thaiz Chanman
Senior Director of Culture, Change & Organizational Effectiveness at Vizient Inc.

Why Perks and Parties Don’t Represent Culture

1

What types of company
culture initiatives, practices,
and attitudes strongly
resonate with employees
today? Why?

There are many things that are working in various organizations based on their specific
priorities—learning and development, benefits and perks, rewards and recognition, strong
leadership, great workspace, opportunities to connect and network, etc. The one thing that
has become an important focal point for culture is the recognition that we need to spend
more time on the employee experience to drive better business results. If our employees are
engaged and have a purpose, they are more productive, innovative, and results-driven while
having fun. Creating great experiences will drive different beliefs and actions, which
will produce greater results!

2

What culture efforts are no
longer making a big impact
today? And, what can we
learn from them?

In my opinion, it is the confusion that fun perks and events represent culture. While it is a
component of an engaging culture, we need to look at the mission and values, how things
are done (and not done), what’s said (and not said), how employees and leaders interact, as
well as the overall workplace and workspace environment. If there is only a focus on creating
“ideal” environments then we lose out on the opportunity to create inclusive environments
where every individual can bring their authentic self to work and contributes in their own
unique way to benefit the business
Continued on next page
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Thaiz Chanman Why Perks and Parties Don’t Represent Culture
3

What’s the next challenge you
believe company culture leaders
need to address?

One of the greatest challenges for culture leaders is having the ability to connect and
lead several generations in a workplace with varying capabilities and career aspirations
in a constantly changing business environment. Culture leaders will need to possess
the ability to lead change while inspiring, motivating, and engaging employees. Stories
and storytelling will be a key enabler for connecting the employees to work and creating
collaborative communities to get work done for successful results.

If there is only a focus on creating
“ideal” environments then we lose
out on the opportunity to create
		
inclusive environments.

SUGGESTED ARTICLE

7 Ways to Improve Company Culture

Tracy Butz

Speaker, Author, Consultant at Think Impact Solutions
The Qualities That Turn Leaders Into Culture Champions

1

What types of company
culture initiatives, practices,
and attitudes strongly
resonate with employees
today? Why?

Organizations continue to promote subject matter experts into key leadership roles without
knowing if they have the skill to lead and inspire others successfully. High-performing subject
matter experts do not equal strong and effective leaders. It’s how a leader exercises the ability
to influence others toward achieving a common objective, either directing him/her toward
success… or the opposite.
When seeking to attract and hire top talent, six notable qualities to look for that drive business
impact include: passion, curiosity, courage, autonomy, interpersonal savvy, and adaptability.
Cut ties quickly with the “Nathan Naysayers” and “Debbie Downers.” Because according to
a recent survey featured on Fortune.com, fewer than half of managers said they would fire
someone for damaging team morale. Interestingly, 88 percent of employees would.
The culture, more than ever today, needs to be aligned with the strategy, vision, mission, and
values of the organization. And helping to perpetuate a learning culture helps create a growth
mindset and unlocks the learning potential for all. This means that leaders aren’t exempt from
learning—they should be first in line.
Continued on next page
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Tracy Butz The Qualities That Turn Leaders Into Culture Champions
Question continued

1

What types of company
culture initiatives, practices,
and attitudes strongly
resonate with employees
today? Why?

Valuing levity and fun in the workplace plays a vital role in building a healthy culture.
In fact, having fun at works leads to decreased stress, lower turnover, higher morale,
a stronger bottom line, and a deeper commitment to the organization. Modeling
appropriate levity is the responsibility of every employee.
Taking actions that help employees feel valued, respected, and even loved is the
strongest form of gratitude. No trinket or gift card can trump this art. And rather than
viewing it as a “business tactic,” we need to shift our thinking to it being a sincere and
heartfelt tradition embedded in the culture.
Building and sustaining an incredible culture is not just a leadership function; it is the
responsibility of every employee. It is also not cultivated with large, grandiose gestures;
rather, a culture becomes amazing through small, positive, incremental actions from
every person.

Building and sustaining an incredible
culture is not just a leadership function;
it is the responsibility of every employee.
Continued on next page
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Tracy Butz The Qualities That Turn Leaders Into Culture Champions
2

What culture efforts are no longer
making a big impact today? And,
what can we learn from them?

Instead of engagement surveys, I find that targeting workplace commitment is a stronger and more
effective measurement tool. Emotional commitment means you actually care about your work and
your organization, and you work to truly make a difference.
Instead of sourcing quality talent from referrals, social professional networks and job boards are more
effective resources to attract top talent. In addition to the active talent pool—organizations should be
targeting the passive one even more—which means reaching out to those who aren’t looking, but are
open to talking about an opportunity.

Providing feedback once or twice a year and expecting
performance change is like dieting only on your birthday and
wondering why you’re not losing weight. It’s ridiculous.
3

What’s the next challenge you
believe company culture leaders
need to address?

Leaders who manage others at a distance need to work harder at relating to employees’ needs/
aspirations if they want the same level of positive impact as they do when working in close proximity.
They need to develop and employ a mobile workforce strategy that empowers, supports, and rewards
a highly passionate and productive decentralized team.
According to research, engaging in formal performance appraisals is trending toward becoming an
antiquated way to provide feedback. A better and much more productivity-focused approach is to
provide just-in-time feedback—meaning both positive and negative feedback is delivered in a timely,
candid fashion versus waiting to have a scheduled conversation on a quarterly or semi-annual basis.
After all, providing feedback once or twice a year and expecting performance change is like dieting
only on your birthday and wondering why you’re not losing weight. It’s ridiculous.

SUGGESTED ARTICLE

Can You Have Fun At Work
And Still Deliver Results?
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Andrea Greenhous

President at Vision2Voice Communications, Inc.
The Need For Conscious Cultures Informed By Purpose Beyond Profit

1

What types of company
culture initiatives, practices,
and attitudes strongly
resonate with employees
today? Why?

I think transparency, authenticity, and purpose will be key elements of a strong corporate
culture. It goes without saying that openness, honesty, and authenticity are no longer
optional. In the era of the knowledge economy, organizations hire smart people and those
people expect that information will be shared and are not fooled by organizations that try
to be something they are not.
I think the real shift will be in cultures that have a greater level of consciousness or a
strong sense of purpose that goes beyond profit. A conscious culture is one where the
entire organization works to make the world a better place by thinking about the impact
of their business on the environment and people. That includes stuff like the organization’s
environmental footprint, impact on human rights, practices in the areas of diversity and
equality in the workplace. I believe an organization with a strong conscience and clear
sense of purpose will build a rich culture and strong levels of engagement.

It goes without saying that openness, honesty,
and authenticity are no longer optional.
Continued on next page
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Andrea Greenhous The Need For Conscious Cultures Informed By Purpose Beyond Profit
2

What culture efforts are no longer
making a big impact today? And,
what can we learn from them?

I personally think that any organization that has made an attempt to improve the corporate
culture shouldn’t be slammed for creating a lounge area and a ping pong table. I do think
there is the understanding that culture goes deeper than perks (although perks can be nice).
I also see issues with companies that go for the ‘flavour of the day’ because it creates too
much churn and change.

3

What’s the next challenge you
believe company culture leaders
need to address?

There is a much better understanding of culture today than there was ten years ago.
Organizations are understanding that there is a payoff and direct bottom line impacts
when you have a great corporate culture. I still see a lot of organizations that don’t want to
invest the time and the resources to get there. They look for a quick and easy fix rather than
understanding that it takes time, a significant investment in resources including the time
and energy of leaders. I’ve been asked, ‘What’s the six month plan to change our culture?”
and I am afraid it is not that simple.

I’ve been asked, ‘What’s the six month plan
to change our culture?” and I am afraid it is
not that simple.
SUGGESTED ARTICLE

10 Dos and Don’ts For Company
Culture Change Initiatives

Rob Seay

Director of Employee Experience at Bonfyre
Trust, Care, and Compassion: The Cultural Competitive Advantages

1

What types of company
culture initiatives, practices,
and attitudes strongly
resonate with employees
today? Why?

Over the past few years there has been an increased focus on a company culture of
care, compassion, and trust. So many times organizations just look at the role and the
need that they have as opposed to looking at employees as individuals. Employees want
organizations to see them as individuals, and not just as the analyst, the bookkeeper,
the accountant, and so on.
This has been a growing need from employees and evidenced by our transition in the
workforce that organizations have now had to now react to.

Employees want
organizations to see
them as individuals,
and not just as the
analyst, the bookkeeper,
the accountant,
and so on.

The employee population has dictated this transition. If you want talented employees,
this is what they’re requiring now. People are turning down higher paying jobs with bigger
titles and benefits—things that used to land talent—because they are seeking things like
trust. It wasn’t this way 10–15 years ago, where terms were dictated more by employers.
It was an employers’ market where you all you needed to do was pay someone more
to retain them. That might not necessarily have been what talent wanted, but they were
more willing to concede to that offering.
Continued on next page
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Rob Seay Trust, Care, and Compassion: The Cultural Competitive Advantages
2

What culture efforts are no longer
making a big impact today? And,
what can we learn from them?

In our society today, the “one-size-fits-all” approach is no longer popular. Everyone wants their
services, interactions, and experiences individualized to their specific preferences. No one wants to
scroll through a menu of unrelated items or listen to a recorded message for 5 minutes to attain the
action they are seeking. This is showing up in how we shop (customized ads based on online buying
preferences), training and development (you can literally learn how to do anything from YouTube),
and how we receive and consume information (podcasts, music, Apple watches, etc.).
We’re seeing these attitudes materialize in the working world in many different ways. Recognition
is one key area. Over the years, the big bulky recognition systems with only one way to recognize
employees became less effective. People want to be recognized in different ways. Some people
enjoy the formal presentation of awards and trophies. Others may not appreciate that or prefer to
be recognized by their peers.
Compensation practices are also evolving to reflect this. Employees are becoming more vocal now
about not being motivated by bonus payouts or standard salary increases. They’d rather see that
money be invested in an avenue they can benefit from like their professional or personal development.
		

Different people have different levels of expectations and skill. This will result in having
different preferences as it relates to onboarding. Some will want more hand holding—

			

time to meet with people and build relationships, while others will want to jump

			

right into their work and learn as they go.
Continued on next page
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Rob Seay Trust, Care, and Compassion: The Cultural Competitive Advantages
3

What’s the next challenge you
believe company culture leaders
need to address?

Finding the proper balance in HR between maintaining compliance and enhancing
culture. Right now, the pendulum is skewed heavily toward the compliance side.
Historically, HR has been described as everything from “personnel” to “administration.”
I don’t think it’s a mistake that the industry is moving away from those labels to things
like “Chief People Officer” or “Culture Officer.” People are recognizing there’s a need
for cultures of compassion and caring. These are not cosmetic title changes. They’re
symptomatic and representative of the change in the industry and the marketplace.

People are recognizing there’s a need
for cultures of compassion and caring.

SUGGESTED ARTICLE

Why Compassion in the Workplace
is a Competitive Advantage

Sheri Rosen
VP of Employee Communication, Culture, and People Development at Frost Bank

Frost Bank’s Secret for Sustaining Its 150 Year-Old Company Culture

1

What types of company
culture initiatives, practices,
and attitudes strongly
resonate with employees
today? Why?

Before my time at the company, in advance of a major acquisition, a committee of
employees documented what they titled “The Frost Philosophy.” It included the mission
statement and core values, all defined with example behaviors. Frost has such a deep
culture that it was important to bring in new employees with a solid understanding
of the culture.
We are reprinting that philosophy booklet as we do from time to time—without changing
the mission statement or core values. We will intentionally present to each employee
a copy of the revised Frost Philosophy book in group meetings. It’s an opportunity to talk
about why our Frost Philosophy makes a difference. Over the years, employees have

150
Our

Ye
Philos ar
ophy

proudly given copies to a prospective customer as a way to explain what
differentiates Frost from other financial institutions.
Departments and project teams have the guidance of the booklet, including
me as I create employee communication messages and channels.
Continued on next page
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Sheri Rosen Frost Bank’s Secret for Sustaining Its 150 Year-Old Company Culture
2

What culture efforts are no longer
making a big impact today? And,
what can we learn from them?

As we roll out our new Frost Philosophy booklet, we are introducing tools to help employees with
small, daily actions and major business decisions. We’re celebrating our 150th anniversary, too,
so we’ve been talking about our history. We are recognizing that how we have followed our mission
statement and core values has led to recognized progress. On the other hand, as we identify things
that haven’t worked out well, it’s because we veered off from our philosophy, our culture.
The phrases in the booklet become alive in the communication and training all employees receive.
I know people understand it, because when people speak about Frost experiences, they use the actual
phrases that appear in “The Frost Philosophy” book. They’ve internalized it. Yet like all companies, we
have at least four generations of workers, and we needed to make sure our philosophy still resonates
and reflects our culture. While not changing the mission statement or core values, people need to
relate to the way we define them.
I don’t think you have to be a large company with a long history to have a strong culture. In any sized
company, even a startup, leaders will sometimes feel like things aren’t working as smoothly as they
should or had been before. That’s when it’s time to state or restate the elements of your culture.

In any sized company, even a startup, leaders will sometimes
feel like things aren’t working as smoothly as they should
or had been before. That’s when it’s time to state or restate
the elements of your culture.
Continued on next page
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Sheri Rosen Frost Bank’s Secret for Sustaining Its 150 Year-Old Company Culture
3

What’s the next challenge you
believe company culture leaders
need to address?

Because we’re 150 years old, we served our customers through the Great Depression.
In the 1980s, the oil industry faced huge challenges, and as a Texas-based bank, so did
we. All the state’s credit unions closed. Every one of Texas’s top 10 banks went bankrupt
or sold out—every one except Frost.
During the recent recession, new customers brought record deposits to Frost, because
people trust Frost. That kind of stability helps.
We know our culture works, and we know it’s because of The Frost Philosophy. So our
challenge is to make sure our culture statements are not aspirational but a testament
to our actions. That’s why we search for ways to help employees and customers
understand The Frost Philosophy.

Our challenge is to make sure our
culture statements are not aspirational
but a testament to our actions.

SUGGESTED ARTICLE

How to Preserve the Essence of a
Changing Organizational Culture

Shari Chernack
Transformation, People and Culture, and Communications Consultant

Your Employees Want to Make an Impact? Let Them.

1

What types of company
culture initiatives, practices,
and attitudes strongly
resonate with employees
today? Why?

Employees get very excited about the opportunity to make an impact. As such, the following types
of culture initiatives resonate with them:

Initiatives focused on bringing a company’s culture in sync with its external brand.
To deliver the desired brand and customer experience, companies have to empower their people and
shape their culture to enable employees to ‘live the brand.’ For example, if a company prides itself on
being customer-centric but employees are not empowered to make decisions quickly to help customers
in a tough spot, that value will not resonate or ring true—internally or externally. Driving culture change
to improve customer empathy and results, and to bring employee behaviors closer in line with those
the company wants to promote externally, is resonant and makes great financial sense.

Culture hacking. Giving employees the opportunity to transform the culture in innovative
ways can be fun, creative, and disruptive in a positive way.
A few examples: For customer-focused values, inviting customers to co-create a visual illustration
of a journey map, including strengths and pain points. For problem solving or collaborative values,
get employees who don’t normally work together in a room to brainstorm and propose solutions.
Employees will experience this as a break from the everyday and an exciting opportunity to shape
the company culture.
Continued on next page
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Shari Chernack Your Employees Want to Make an Impact? Let Them.
Question continued

1

What types of company
culture initiatives, practices,
and attitudes strongly
resonate with employees
today? Why?

Tying culture more closely to performance management and succession planning.
Many companies continue to struggle with this, especially when faced with the conundrum of what
to do with ‘brilliant jerks.’ This will be a continued focus as companies seek to square the many
elements of leadership and make decisions based on the ones that matter most. Toxic leaders can
have a profoundly negative impact on their teams, so rewarding leaders for the right behaviors—as
opposed to from a purely performance-focused standpoint—creates a virtuous cycle of rewarding
culture exemplars while keeping talented employees engaged and eager to stay with the company.

2

What culture efforts are no longer
making a big impact today? And,
what can we learn from them?

It’s not as much a matter of what types of culture programs aren’t working, but rather what they
have in common—they’re inauthentic. It may be a matter of talking about culture but not living it,
rewarding leaders who don’t demonstrate the values or outright negate them with their behaviors,
not holding people (including senior leaders) accountable for being culture stewards, or having
values that are canned and just don’t match the company’s focus or brand essence.
Employees are great detectors of authenticity—or the absence thereof—and their reflections are
only a Glassdoor post away. Companies should have an honest dialogue about culture, including
a willingness to talk about and address areas where they fall short. Leaders should be direct and
candid. Hiring and promotion should reflect the company’s values and desired culture.
Continued on next page
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Shari Chernack Your Employees Want to Make an Impact? Let Them.
3

What’s the next challenge you
believe company culture leaders
need to address?

Data and culture—two things that instinctively don’t go together—but think about it this way:
What if companies have data that sheds light on how well they’re doing to achieve their values?
Going back to the example of being customer-centric: How many customer complaints did
customer service reps address, and what can that illuminate for the company? Or innovation:
How many innovative ideas were generated or prototyped? It’s not as much about setting
quotas and targets as it is about matching existing data up with the values on which the data
might shed light.
Another challenge for companies is to collect and synthesize employee dialogue—on external
forums like Glassdoor, internal forums like company discussion boards, social interaction
with content, in pulse surveys, from word of mouth—and bring it all together to understand
the cultural climate. There are great pulse survey tools where employees can answer 1–2
questions a week and yield great insight—and leadership teams can also take a few minutes
to reflect jointly on what has been on employees’ minds over the past week. Only by
connecting up all of those disparate sources of insight will companies have
the full picture.

SUGGESTED AROUND THE BONFYRE

Talking Workplace Culture Change
with Shari Chernack

Cynthia Young

Assistant Vice President at UT Southwestern Medical Center
The Problem with Culture Band-Aids

1

What types of company
culture initiatives, practices,
and attitudes strongly
resonate with employees
today? Why?

The things that seem to matter most to people—regardless of generation—is genuine,
authentic recognition of individuals. I don’t mean recognition just for achievements, like
meeting a sales target, although that would be part of it. It’s the recognition of you as
a person, and that you bring your whole self to work.
That feeds into another important practice: building a sense of community. The idea that
we’re all in this together. Everybody wants to be a part of a cause that matters. And that
feeds into the next one: aligning your organizational brand with your culture brand. You
have to make sure people understand the good that you do. What is it that you create for
society or individuals? Are you doing something that matters? Those are the things that
resonate with employees:

Am I part of
a community?

Am I recognized
as an individual in
that community?

Are we doing good
things; am I doing
important work?

Continued on next page
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Cynthia Young The Problem with Culture Band-Aids
2

What culture efforts are no longer
making a big impact today? And,
what can we learn from them?

With the rise of Google and Facebook, a lot of people jumped on what I call the “Culture Band-Aid
Wagon.” It’s the idea that if you have a ‘Bring Your Pet to Work Day’, or a food truck that comes
by, or a foosball table in the break room, then you have a great culture. Those things don’t build a
culture, although they may be a part of what expresses it. I’m not saying don’t do them. But some
people just think they can bring fun and games into the workplace, and that ticks the “culture” box.
That doesn’t resonate with serious people, or even non-serious people. It feels fake.

Part of our work is to make sure leaders
understand you can’t throw candy off the float
and expect that to be enough for people.
3

What’s the next challenge you
believe company culture leaders
need to address?

Part of it is educating leaders who think they can “do” culture band-aids, and those leaders who
think you can talk one way and behave differently—either as an individual or an organization—and
get away with it. You lose your moral authority and your authenticity this way. People don’t put up
with that. Part of our work is to make sure leaders understand you can’t throw candy off the float
and expect that to be enough for people.

SUGGESTED AROUND THE BONFYRE

The Importance of Organizational
Culture with Cynthia Young

Susan Heller

Change Strategist and Coach at Your Life Lantern
How Do You Spell Culture? R-E-S-P-E-C-T

1

What types of company
culture initiatives, practices,
and attitudes strongly
resonate with employees
today? Why?

I saw a clip of Aretha Franklin talking about her Grammy-winning song, “Respect.” She spoke about how it
became an anthem for the Civil Rights Movement and said, “Everybody wants respect.” Your question about
what aspects of culture resonate with employees reminds me of Aretha’s statement. Everybody wants respect.
Cultures that resonate with people are those rooted in respect for employees and recognition of employees’
wants and needs.
Employees who work in a culture where they can do the work they enjoy, have an opportunity to grow, see clearly

People perceive the
culture’s personality
most acutely through
the experience
they have with
their superiors.

how their work contributes to the organization, and are appreciated and recognized for those contributions feel
that sense of respect. It’s no secret that American business is losing millions annually to a huge proportion of
employees who are not engaged. Employees who detect respect in the culture are more likely to be engaged and
respond by performing at their best.
Multiple definitions exist for corporate culture. In my experience it comes down to the interaction between
managers and staff. Corporate perks and good salaries only go so far. People perceive the culture’s personality
most acutely through the experience they have with their superiors. They also experience it through interactions
with others, the tone of which is set by those same leaders. The most effective culture shifts I have witnessed
were led by highly engaged leaders whose behaviors exhibited their respect for their employees.
One last element that is critical to effective cultural transformation is getting employees involved from the outset.
I was part of an initiative that started with facilitated employee workshops to identify employee insights on
current culture and desired culture. It quickly led to several action items and quick wins that staff viewed
as positive shifts, and that snowballed into true transformation.
Continued on next page
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Susan Heller How Do You Spell Culture? R-E-S-P-E-C-T
2

What culture efforts are no longer
making a big impact today? And,
what can we learn from them?

The same thing that is working on the customer front is what’s working on the corporate culture
front—ask them what they want. Getting to really know employees and asking them what they value
is more effective than making assumptions. The entrance of millennials to the workplace has forced
this trend because what motivates them is not what motives those who came before them. It has
been eye-opening for many managers, recruiters, and HR professionals, but their eyes wouldn’t have
opened if they hadn’t opened their ears first.
Many companies also understand that their employees are a key channel in their marketing mix
and are implementing ambassador programs that promote positive PR by focusing on employee
engagement. Trends that focus on engagement are hot and probably will be for some time—it’s
the secret sauce in that symbiotic sandwich we call the employer-employee relationship. Working
with consulting firms to design and implement a new culture is passé. Forward-thinking leaders are
working with consulting firms who facilitate cultural design and transformation alongside leaders
and staff. Highly engaged employees promote the brand to customers and future prospective
employees and managing their message is as challenging as it is critical in this era of social media.

Highly engaged employees promote the brand
to customers and future prospective employees
and managing their message is as challenging
as it is critical in this era of social media.
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What’s the next challenge you
believe company culture leaders
need to address?

I think companies are already addressing one of the most significant corporate culture
challenges, that of generational shifts. The next big challenge for some will be maintaining
a culture as their staff composition shifts. Millennials don’t value longevity with a single
employer. Their average length of stay with an employer is decreasing, which means a
more sporadic and frequent influx of new hires. New members of the culture who come
with diverse prior experiences and insights. Successful companies will excel at integrating
new hires effectively into their culture while also acknowledging and integrating incoming
new insights. In short, the next challenge is how to maintain an adaptive culture.
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What types of company
culture initiatives, practices,
and attitudes strongly
resonate with employees
today? Why?

Employees today are looking for purpose more than ever. Culture initiatives resonate most when there
is clear connection between a company’s mission and an employee’s personal mission, particularly when
they can see a link from their work to the collective organization’s purpose.
To build a strong culture, companies should strive for transparency and earning trust throughout the
organization. It starts with leadership walking the talk of their own initiatives and cascades to managers.
Great managers can build trust and transparency by facilitating local culture building practices such as
providing opportunities to learn and grow, promoting recognition across teams, and collecting/offering
more frequent feedback for coaching.

Culture initiatives
resonate most
when there is clear
connection between
a company’s mission
and an employee’s
personal mission.

With today’s emphasis on work-life integration, wellbeing initiatives at work can play an important role
to engage employees through multiple dimensions: social, community, career, financial, and physical
wellbeing. Flexibility also resonates with employees, providing options for how and even where work gets
done. Some companies have reimagined their physical environment to support their culture by adding
collaboration rooms, space for mindfulness, open layouts, and a flexible work environment.
With any of these initiatives, it is important to get employees involved in the creation and delivery of
culture building activities. Technology can support this through tools that increase collaboration, bring
communities together, support diversity and inclusion, and provide an open platform to gather employee
opinions Companies also need to be in the practice of regularly measuring their culture and leveraging
analytics to help them make progress in building their culture.
Continued on next page
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What culture efforts are no longer
making a big impact today? And,
what can we learn from them?

Culture efforts need to support an organization’s purpose and resonate with employees in order to make an
impact. Initiatives become short lived if they are done in a silo or not aligned with a clear culture effort. While
changes can be made to the Operating Environment (rewards, recognition, development, etc.) in support of
the culture, if the Operating Model (org. structure, governance, processes, etc.) doesn’t support these changes,
the culture initiatives will likely fail.
Culture leaders also need to lead differently today in order to make an impact. Many of the foundational
leadership capabilities are no longer effective in today’s digital world. For example, efforts in relationship
building have morphed to a necessity for being a super connector across ecosystems, strength in
communication has elevated to a need to inspire, and having a culture of teaming is table stakes for
competency in virtual collaboration.

3

What’s the next challenge you
believe company culture leaders
need to address?

The next big challenge for culture leaders is to prepare for the future of work. With the speed of change today,
a culture needs to be strong enough to support rapid transformation and encourage disruption.
How work gets done is evolving, and this will have an effect on culture. With an increase in the contingent
workforce and more companies embracing the gig economy, culture leaders will have a new challenge on
how to maintain consistency in the culture. In addition, as technology grows in the workplace around artificial
intelligence or intelligent automation, human roles will be transformed presenting a new challenge and
opportunity for culture leaders.
Demographics are also changing. In 2025, 75% of the workforce will be millennial, and culture leaders need
to ensure their organizations are prepared to attract, retain, engage, and develop top talent. Boomers are also
retiring at rapid rate, with institutional knowledge at risk and implications to culture with each succession.
How culture leaders react to these challenges today will determine how prepared their organizations
are for the workforce demands of tomorrow.
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A culture strategist’s work
is never truly done.
Company culture, by its very nature, is always changing. As time passes, organizations change
and so too do the people within them. Company culture leaders must always stay vigilant of these
changes and adjust their strategies accordingly to meet the needs of the people they serve.
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What qualities do you look for when it comes to culture?
Qualities that uplift collaboration:

Advocacy for professional and

Working with people who care

Transparency and open

trust in employees’ abilities, respect

personal development. Recognizing

about their teammates and put the

communication. Being able to have

and compassion for their experiences,

that we’re human, and we can all learn

good of the group ahead of the good

honest conversations with your team

and flexibility for everything else.

and grow from each other’s strengths.

of themselves.

helps build stronger connections
through the good and bad.
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